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Summary

Following our four successful editions, this month, we present the lineup 
of a much beloved month on Eurochannel, a unique occasion in the year to 
appreciate Italy beyond stereotypes and mainstream cinema from Hollywood 
and be delighted… Welcome to the 5th Edition of the Italian Month!

This year, in addition to our practice of selecting a common theme, we 
decided to present you with the greatest productions from Italy; movies that 
either have been presented or won in the most prestigious cinema events 
such as the Cannes, Tokyo, Berlin or São Paulo film festivals. As if that were 
not enough, these movies gather a special number of A-list actors offering to 
us the performances of a lifetime. 

But beyond awards and festivals, the films and documentaries presented in 
this edition share a common theme: the strong dive of human hopes and 
dreams. In The Trick in the Sheet we will meet a young man brave enough to 
quit his medical studies to pursue his desire to be a filmmaker. 

Regarding music, this year we present the hits of a man who is talented enough 
to be invited to collaborate with Luciano Pavarotti, U2 and Queen’s guitarist, 
Brian May. Don’t miss our special with Zucchero. Alongside him, Jovanotti and 
Il Volo will also entertain us with their top chart songs. 

This month offers an exceptional opportunity to travel across Italy and discover 
its art and society by tuning your TV sets to Eurochannel.
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Discover classic Italian dishes alongside 
a passionate amateur chef

SeaSonS 2
Genre  Cuisine
Country ITALY
year 2012

Domenico “Mimmo” Corcione is a retired Italian professional with a flair for traditional cooking. In an entertaining and friendly 
way, Mimmo imparts his knowledge of preparing authentic Italian recipes, combining the sweet with the savory, across a range 
of lavish dishes, including a succulent peach tart and a variety of mouthwatering pastas, spaghettis, tagliolini and ravioli, among 
others. Discover cooking like an authentic Italian, with genuine local cuisine from all over Italy.

Premiere - May 3rd at 11:30 aM

Mimmo’s
Kitchen
Italy

Ever wanted to cook Italian food at home? Ever wished to 
impress your friends and create a truly authentic Italian 
dish?  Come into Mimmo’s Kitchen with Eurochannel and 
discover the techniques involved in crafting tantalizing 
Italian homemade cuisine alongside a savvy food lover.  

Mimmo Corcione, the host of the show, could pass for 
your average Italian pensioner, though his fame in his 
homeland is growing day by day. With little more than 
a raw passion for traditional cooking, he has dedicated 
his recent years to searching for regional recipes and 
imparting his evolving culinary knowledge, in an amiable 
and straightforward way. His fare encompasses a wide 
range of typical Italian dishes with fresh, emblematic 
Italian ingredients like olives, ricotta, tomatoes, and 

asparagus. Domenico “Mimmo” Corcione may not be a 
professionally trained chef, but he more than makes up 
for this with his unbridled enthusiasm, fiery Italian passion 
for cooking and fantastic expertise on regional dishes from 
all over Italy. Born in Boscotrecase, near Naples, in 1946, 
Mr. Corcione dedicated his career to mathematics and 
computer science. Upon retirement, he began gathering 
traditional Italian recipes and trying them out on his 
delighted friends and family. 

Alongside this self-proclaimed “Explorer of flavors” and 
fan of the Beatles and Alfred Hitchcock, discover the most 
closely guarded secrets of quintessential Italian traditional 
cuisine.   
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Premiere - May 3rd at 11:30 aM

Zucchero

Pour some Italian Sugar into your 
playlists with Zucchero

Premiere - May 4th at 06:00 
Genre  Pop, Rock, Blues
HitS “Senza Una Dona (Wothout a Woman)”, “Baila Morena”, “Il Volo”:
Country Italy

Adelmo Fornaciari, more commonly known by his stage name Zucchero Fornaciari or simply Zucchero (the Italian word for sugar), is an 
Italian rock singer and OMRI (Order of Merit of the Italian Republic in the category of Commander) born September 25, 1955, in Reggio 
Emilia, Italy. His music is largely inspired by gospel, soul and rock music, and alternates between ballads and more rhythmic boogie-like 
pieces. In his career, spanning four decades, Zucchero has sold over 50 million records around the world and has achieved numerous 
awards, including two World Music Awards, six IFPI Europe Platinum Awards and a Grammy Award nomination.

His tunes, riffs and lyrics can be as sweet as his name. His 
enchanting presence on stage has captivated audiences and 
music legends from a wide range of genres, and his talent 
has turned him into an icon of Italian music. Eurochannel 
presents a unique special worthy of the long-lasting career 
of Zucchero. 

Zucchero burst onto the music scene in 1983 and has been 
entertaining enthralled audiences ever since. A powerful 
sonic tornado of blues and rock, his music adroitly navigates 
different genres and tastes. Through a potent voice 
communicating cunningly constructed lyrics, his songs are 

European hits that speak about life, love and social values. 
Thanks to his prolific talent and unparalleled charm, Zucherro 
has also gained the favor of legendary musicians from 
other genres. Famous are his multiple collaborations with 
world-famous singers and bands such as Luciano Pavarotti, 
Scorpions, Queen, Eric Clapton and Maná.

Now the superstar is coming to Eurochannel in an exclusive 
program that presents a retrospective of the artist’s success 
through his greatest hits, including «Baila Morena,» «Senza 
Una Donna,» «Miserere,» and «E’ un Peccato Morir». 
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DireCtor Guido Torlonia
Country Italy 
Genre Documentary
year 2013

Handmade Cinema traces the heritage of the great family of artisans and artists behind Italian 
cinema, many of whom have passed their skills from father to son. Ben Hur, Cleopatra, The Name of 
the Rose, The Leopard and Gangs of New York are some of the films these artisans helped to create.
  

Wigmakers, haberdashers, cobblers, builders, makeup 
artists, tailors, designers, and painters are just a few 
of the craftsmen whose trade and invisible hands help 
create the magic that the spectator experiences in 
cinema. Eurochannel invites you to enjoy an homage to 
the unknown people and elaborate artistry involved in 
the creation of films in Handmade Cinema.

Directed by Guido Torlonia and narrated by Chiara 
Mastroianni -- who has known many of these artisans 
since she was a little girl accompanying her father, 
Marcello, on the sets -- Handmade cinema provides 
an exceptional behind-the-scenes look at the people 

behind the phenomenal success of Italian cinema 
history. By offering wonderful, and sometimes 
unedited, archival footage of films, the documentary 
is also a tribute to those who are not on the playbills 
promoting blockbusters. 

Discovering the detailed manual skills behind epic titles 
like Cleopatra, Ben Hur, The Name of the Rose and 
Gangs of New York, this production conveys another 
dimension of the appreciation of filmmaking. As if its 
originality weren’t enough, Handmade Cinema was 
financed by Louis Vuitton to screen at the opening of 
their new store and screening room in Rome. 

Premiere - May 8th at 08:00 

Handmade Cinema
Italy

When was the last time you created 
something with your hands?
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3 Italian American directors who have 
succeeded in Hollywood

Widely regarded as one of the most significant and influential filmmakers 
in cinema history, Martin Scorsese is an Italian-American director born in 
New York and raised in the Little Italy section of Manhattan. Although his 
parents were also American, his grandparents, Teresa and Francesco Scorsese, 
were Sicilian immigrants from Polizzi Generosa, a small town near Palermo. 

Among his landmark films are Mean Streets (1973), Taxi Driver (1976), 
Raging Bull (1980), and Goodfellas (1990). Scorsese has received the AFI Life 
Achievement Award for his contributions to the cinema, and has won an 
Academy Award, a Palme d’Or, Cannes Film Festival Best Director Award, a 
Silver Lion, a Grammy Award, Emmys, Golden Globes, BAFTAs, and DGA Awards.

If there is an ethnic group who has influenced American lifestyle and culture for more than a century, it 
is the Italians. Beginning with waves of immigrants in the late nineteenth century, Italians have settled in 
different parts of America, taking with them their unique style of dealing with life and, of course, their art. 
Since then, the ethnic roots of those with a drive to succeed have found a fertile ground in Hollywood. Here 
are three Italian-American directors who have changed the history of American and worldwide cinema.

With Italian blood running through his veins, Brian de Palma is another of the greatest 
Italian-American filmmakers in history. Just like Coppola and Scorsese, he is the grandson 
of immigrants. The De Palma family comes from the Alberona province of Foggia.

Brian de Palma directed successful and popular films such as Carrie, Dressed 
to Kill, Scarface, The Untouchables, Carlito’s Way, and Mission: Impossible.

Director of The Godfather trilogy, Francis Ford Coppola is the first of a 
generation of Italian descendants in American cinema including Nicolas 
Cage and Sofia Coppola. He was born in Detroit to American parents, but his 
grandfather arrived to the United States from Bernalda, in southern Italy.

Among his blockbusters are The Conversation (1974),  Apocalypse Now (1979), Bram 
Stoker’s Dracula (1992), and The Godfather films. Coppola has won Academy Awards for Best 
Adapted Screenplay, Best Director and Best Picture, and is a two-time Palme d’Or winner.

Martin Scorsese

Brian De Palma

Francis Ford Coppola

Italian Month
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witH Fabrizio Bentivoglio, Paolo Briguglia, Massimo Venturiello 
DireCtor Sergio Rubini
Country Italy 
oriGinal title La terra
Genre Comedy, Drama, Crime
year 2006

Luigi (Fabrizio Bentivoglio) has been in exile from his village in the southern Italian region of Puglia since 
he was a teenager, and is now a college professor in Milan. He must return to his hometown to sign 
some papers concerning the family property that he owns with his brothers, and becomes swept up in 
murder, intrigue, romance, and revenge, as well as plagued by his own past and his dysfunctional family. 

Family, we are often told, is everything. But some families 
have been torn apart by rivalry, greed, and dishonesty. 
Eurochannel invites you to experience Italian drama 
in Our Land, an intriguing thriller about four warring 
brothers who reunite in order to sell their family home 
in Puglia.

Directed by the actor and director Sergio Rubini, Our 
Land is a crime and family drama about a man who 
returns to his childhood home to tie up the sale of the 
family estate, but is instead confronted by past ghosts, 
as well as his brothers’ blunders that he is expected to 
mend. A beguiling tale of a man torn between his own 

needs and his family’s needs, the plot reveals that not 
all intentions are good among family members. Thanks 
to the outstanding performances of Fabrizio Bentivoglio, 
Paolo Briguglia and the director himself, Our Land was 
nominated for several David di Donatello (the Italian 
Academy) awards, including Best Actor, Best Film, Best 
Cinematography, Best Screenplay and Best Supporting 
Actor.

Eurochannel invites you to be delighted by an Italian 
production summarized by Eye for Film as a «remarkable 
piece of cross-genre Italian cinema… that reminds us that 
Italian cinema is alive and kicking».  

Premiere - May 9th at 08:00 PM 

Italie

Can money tear a family apart ?

Our Land
Italy
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witH Jacques Demy, Michel Legrand, Catherine Deneuve, Agnès Varda
DireCtor Marie Genin, Serge July
Country France
Genre Documentary
year 2006

Federico Fellini directed La Dolce Vita in 1959. In 1950s Rome, Marcello Rubino, a celebrity journalist, wanders from party 
to party, night after night, and above all, from woman to woman. The film is a spectacular portrait of a rich, indolent Italy, 
bathed in debauchery. After Fascism and the war, Italy is an economic miracle and enters, willingly or not, into modernity. In 
a premonitory manner, La Dolce Vita predicts the arrival of a highly mediatized society and the liberation of morals to come. 

What happens behind the scenes of a film? How does 
the director deal with the stars and his crew? What is the 
social and political context in which a film is made? Does 
it affect the film? The ultimate documentary series that 
sets out to resolve these and more questions is finally on 
Eurochannel: A Film and Its Era. 

This 30-episode documentary series aims to reveal all the 
secrets and historical contexts of a particular cult film, 
its groundbreaking director, and the epoch it represents. 
Made by a different director, each episode of this series 
offers extracts of the film, as well as exclusive interviews 

with its director, protagonists, and cinema historians, to 
offer a holistic view of the production. With a great sense 
of aesthetics and a comprehensive account of each movie, 
A Film and Its Era includes directors and classics such as 
Alfred Hitchcock’s Notorious, Roberto Rossellini’s Rome 
Open City, Roman Polanski’s Tess, Federico Fellini’s La 
Dolce Vita, Jacques Demy’s The Umbrellas of Cherbourg, 
and many more.

Accompany us on a cinematic journey and discover 
the secrets behind some of your favorite movies in this 
celebratory documentary. 

Premiere - May 9th at 08:00 PM 

  Premiere - May 10th at 06:00 PM 

The secret behind movies and their directors 

A Film and Its Era: La Dolce Vita
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A figure, an icon, a legend… 
Jovanotti is on Eurochannel!

:

    Premiere - May 11th at 06:00 

His concerts are a mind-blowing experience, his voice 
has a unique pitch that everybody recognizes while 
playing on the radio, and his lyrics talk about politics, 
love and, sometimes, the shallowness of human race. 
Eurochannel welcomes you to a special with the 
hits of the most famous Italian rap artist: Jovanotti. 

Jovanotti is a pioneer. In a country where traditional folk music 
and crooners were leading the music charts, he pursued a 
career in an American style: rap. However, eager for more 
success and experimentation, he has also embarked on a 
musical journey that has led him to play and sing pop, funk, 
ska, and more. With a record of more than five million albums 

sold in his homeland, comparable only to niche artists such 
as the rocker Ligabue, Jovanotti has also conquered the 
Hispanic and Latin world. In collaborations with artists such 
as Manu Chao and Jarabe de Palo, the composer of «Penso 
positivo» has proved his talent to a whole new audience 
with great success. Not without reason, the BBC reported 
in 2012 that Jovanotti had more followers than the Pope. 

Eurochannel welcomes you to a special with a one-
of-a-kind artist that has gained the hearts of millions 
of fans with his versatile music and rhythms, which 
were alien at the time he started playing them.  

Jovanotti is an Italian singer-songwriter 
born on  September 27, 1966, in Rome, 
under the name of Lorenzo Cherubini. 
Jovanotti gradually departed from 
his early mix of hip hop, rap and 
disco, taking in funk, world music and 
even classical arrangements and ska 
influences. As his musical influences 
changed, so too did his lyrics, which 
over time began to increasingly 
address philosophical, religious and 
political issues, which are more typical 
of the Italian cantautore tradition.

Genre  Rap, funk, ska, world Musique
HitS “Penso positivo”, “L’ombelico del 
mondo”, “Serenata Rap”
Country Italy

Jovanotti 

  Italian Month
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:

3 pioneers of Italian rap
Rap is one of the most important cultural expressions from the 20th century. Since its beginnings in America, it 
has expanded throughout the world, from Japan to Italy. Italian hip hop started in the mid-1980s in Milan and 
other important cities such as Rome and Napoli. Characterized by its political and critical lyrics, Italian rap finds 
in Jovanotti its most famous exponent; however, here are three more artists who have pioneered in the style. 

One of the most popular rap acts from the beginnings of the movement in 
Italy, Articolo 31 takes its name from an article in the Irish constitution that 
guarantees freedom of the press. The band was formed by rapper J-Ax (real name 
Alessandro Aleotti) and DJ Jad (Vito Luca Perrini), who, shortly after meeting 
and finding common ground in their musical tastes, decided to start a project. 
The duet has released seven studio albums, achieving success and popularity. 
They have also mixed hip hop with rhythms like funk and alternative rock.

Articolo 31

One of the first groups of Italian hip hop, Sangue Misto (Mixed Blood) was formed in Bologna 
in the early 1990s. Its members included Neffa and Deda (rappers), and DJ Gruff (rapper, 
DJ, producer). The band released just one album, called SxM (1994) that, according to the 
specialized press, “revolutionized the world of Italian rap forever,” and marked a milestone 
in Italian hip hop. The band split up when Neffa decided to venture into pop music.

Sange Misto

Another of the forerunners of Italian rap, Kaos One started as a DJ and MC in the late 1980s. 
Different from many of the rap artists at the time, he started singing in English and did not 
release an album in Italian until 1996.  Kaos One has released four solo studio albums 
as well as another four in collaboration with artists such as Deda & Sean and Gopher. 

Kaos One
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witH Stefano Petti, Alberto Testone
DireCtor Stefano Petti, Alberto Testone
Country Italy 
oriGinal title Fatti Corsari
Genre Documentary                
year 2012

Alberto Testone is a fifty-year-old dental technician, born in the Fidene district, who looks incredibly like Pier Paolo Pasolini. He slowly 
starts to know the works of the author of Scritti Corsari. It is not so surprising after all that, with his love for theater, he chooses to 
“become” Pasolini, while the figure of PPP himself fuses itself with Testone’s tribute and curiosity, and reality and stage become one.    

«You just look like Pasolini, you know!» That is what he used 
to hear every morning when walking down the street from 
his flat outside Rome. Eurochannel transports you to the 
suburbs of Rome to meet a one-of-a-kind man pursuing the 
life of an actor and a change-maker in Corsair Tales.  

Corsair Tales is a documentary directed by Stefano Petti, 
revealing the dream of a man: Alberto Testone. Starting 
in his dental lab, Testone tells his story, from his childhood 
in the suburb of the Fidene district to the moment when 
he was chosen to portray Pier Paolo Pasolini in a biopic. 
In the middle, the documentary treats the viewers with 
a journey through Rome, focusing on the artistic side of 

the protagonist, whose driving creative desire has led 
him to create a dozen characters which he has presented 
in different plays.  Traveling alongside Testone, the film’s 
narrative intertwines the stories of many real-life characters 
-- including the owner of Pasolini’s favorite restaurant. «The 
narrative lines are intertwined, dialoguing and sometimes 
touching each other in a story that mixes languages, styles, 
genres, and different mediums,» according to the director. 

Eurochannel invites you to enjoy a unique and gripping story 
of a winner of the Special Jury Award in the Italian section at 
the Turin Film festival 2012. 

Corsair Tales

Enjoy the rebirth of Pier Paolo Pasolini

Italy

  Premiere - May 15th at 08:00 PM
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Imagine the first days of cinema, when theatrical plays 
were brought to life by the novelty of silent, animated 
photography, when those first moving stills were 
thought to be a creation of the devil. Eurochannel 
presents a romantic comedy portraying the motion-
picture dream of a man in The Trick in the Sheet.

Directed by the renowned Mexican actor and director 
Alfonso Arau (Like Water for Chocolate), The Trick in the 
Sheet tells the story of Federico, a man who, after seeing 
a short film, decides to change his career in medicine to 
pursue a dream in filmmaking. Thanks to such a gripping 
plot and the breathtaking performance of its actors, 
The Hollywood Reporter was right to say that this 

production «will charm art house audiences in America 
as well as more mainstream audiences in Europe.» But 
A-list names don’t stop with the director’s in this film. 
With a constellation of stars in the cast, including the 
stunning Maria Grazia Cucinotta (Il Postino) -- who also 
wrote and produced the film -- Geraldine Chaplin (Dr. 
Zhivago, Chaplin) and Primo Reggiani (The Sicilian Girl), 
the film promises to deliver an entertaining experience 
about the beginnings of cinema.

Join a man in his dream to break the boundaries of 
his times while reliving the first days of the so-called 
seventh art.  

witH Maria Grazia Cucinotta, Geraldine Chaplin, Anne Parillaud, 
Primo Reggiani
DireCtor Alfonso Arau
Country Italy 
oriGinal title L’imbroglio nel lenzuolo
Genre Comedy, Romance                 
year 2010

In 1905, cinema seems a mysterious and devilish trick. When Federico (Primo Reggiani) films 
unaware and innocent Marianna (Maria Grazia Cucinotta) nude, it will be Federico’s success and 
Marianna’s plunge into incredulity and desperation. Based on the novel written by Francesco Costa. 

The Trick in the Sheet

  Premiere - May 15th at 08:00 PM

Welcome to an era when cinema seemed 
a mysterious and devilish trick

  Premiere - May 30th at 08:00 PM  

Italy
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3 Pioneers in Italian Cinema

Thought to be responsible for the first-ever film projection in Italy, Vittorio Calcina, born in Torino in 1847, was a 
professional photographer. In the 1890s he was also the Italian concessionary agent for the company owned 
by the Lumière brothers; thus he was among first to have access to the Lumière cinematographe. Soon after, 
Calcina decided to go into filming himself and was appointed as a Royal Documentarian by the Italian royal house.

Born into a wealthy family, Luchino Visconti had links with the art world from his childhood. His entrance into world 
cinema came via an introduction from French designer Coco Chanel, who put him in contact with Jean Renoir.
His films mostly belonged to the neorealism genre, but he also played around with concepts from 
other movements, including romanticism. Visconti received a nomination for an Academy Award 
for Best Screenplay for his film The Damned (1969). He died in Rome of a stroke that same year.

Probably the most important figure of the Italian neorealist cinema, Roberto Rossellini was an Italian 
director and scriptwriter. Born in Rome, Rossellini made his first documentary in 1937 and entered the 
Italian film industry thanks to his friendship with controversial Vittorio Mussolini, son of Benito Mussolini.
Some of his most prominent works are the so-called Neorealistic Trilogy, composed by the films Rome, Open 
City (1945), Paisá (1946), and Germany, Year Zero (1948). Later, he created the trademark collaboration with 
the Swedish actress Ingrid Bergman, with whom he made some of his most commercially successful films.
 

Vittorio Calcina

Vittorio Calcina

Roberto Rossellini

Roberto Rossellini

Luchino Visconti 

Luchino Visconti 
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A unique city in the world, bathed by its canals, Venice 
has been a cradle of art and romanticism. Keeping alive 
its mysticism and magic for almost six centuries, its 
architecture still dazzles its visitors. Eurochannel invites 
you to travel along its romantic «streets» and discover the 
secrets and history of the city in the documentary Venice.

Directed by Jacques Vichet -- who has also directed 
documentaries about iconic landmarks such as Versailles -- 
this documentary provides stunning views and interesting 
historical background. Gliding through Venice’s canals, 
viewers are invited to discover its history and traditions, 

from the period of its commercial and military power to its 
current status as a major tourist attraction.

Venice is not only a city full of architectural works, such 
as the Doge’s Palace, the famous Rialto Bridge and St. 
Mark’s Place. It also has a romantic atmosphere, with its 
deserted canals, Jewish Ghetto and Florian coffee shop, a 
rendezvous for artists since 1720.

Eurochannel invites you to relax and enjoy at home one of 
the greatest cities in the world, listed as a World Heritage 
Site, in a first-class visual experience! 

Welcome to the iconic italian city

Venice
Italy

DireCtor  Jaques Viche
Country France
Genre Documentary, History
oriGinal title Venise
year 2012

City of Museums, city of craftsmen workshops in Murano glass, city of famous people like Casanova, Venice is multiple, which makes 
it so elusive. This documentary offers an exclusive and deep look at its marvels, stories and unique characters.

    Premiere - May 17th at 06:00 PM
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The mystery 
behind Palazzo 

Dario
Venice is a city of wonders. Its canals make it a romantic 
place everybody wishes to visit at least once in their 
lives. But beyond its gondolas and architecture, there 
is a cold and sordid side that this city hides from its 
visitors. Strange rituals and haunted places, macabre 
killings and ghostly appearances, are part of the Venice 
behind Carnivals masks, the “Venezia nera” or Black 
Venice. And part of that city is the famous Ca Dario 
Castle, a place of no return with an innocent sentence 
carved on its entrance, which is also a deadly anagram.

With many sobriquets like “the killing palace,” 
“the house of no return,” or “the haunted palace,” 
Palazzo Dario, or the Ca’ Dario Palace, is one of the 
most frightening places in Venice. Built in 1487, this 
magnificent piece of architecture was home of the Dario 
family, a household of Venetian merchants. From then 
on, until 1992, it kept wielding a deadly sword upon 
its owners, who died in the strangest circumstances.

Commissioned by Giovanni Dario as a dowry for his daughter Marietta, the Ca’ Dario Palace started its deadly 
legend with her. Soon after Marietta married and moved to the palace, the family began to lose all its property, 
her father and husband were bankrupted and the family began to commit suicide, one after the other.

It is not certain whether the Dario family left the house or lost it, but in the 17th century, the 
Governor of Canada bought it and soon after died in strange circumstances. Then an Armenian 
merchant of precious stones, Arbit Abdoll, went bankrupt and died shortly after buying the building.
The tragedies continued. In the early 19th century, a British man called Rawdon Brown committed suicide 
inside the building along with his companion because of the scandal caused by their homosexual relationship. 
Henry De Reigner became seriously ill after acquiring the building; the Count Filipo Giordano was also 
killed inside the palace. Also, the manager of the Who, Christoph Lambert, died there of a heart attack.

But the legend did not stop in modern days. In 1964 the tenor Mario Del Monaco bought the house 
but the negotiations broke down when, while on his way to Venice to complete the purchase, he was 
the victim of a serious car accident. In the early 1980s, the building was purchased by a Venetian 
businessman, Fabrizio Ferrari, who moved in along with his sister Nicoletta; he also went bankrupt in a 
short time, while his sister died in a car accident. In the last years of the same decade, the building was 
bought by financier Raul Gardini, who, after a series of economic reverses, tragically committed suicide.

It is still uncertain if the house has something to do with all those tragedies, but all the Venetians 
believe it so and will never buy the property. Some say that the legend carved on its entrance 
--”Urbis Genio Joannes Darius,” which means “Giovanni Dario to the genius of the city” -- plays 
a part in the house’s history, as the legend can be read as an anagram of the phrase “Sub ruina 
insidiosa genero,” which means “I bring treacherous ruins to those who live under this roof.”

  Italian Month
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Italian Musique Journey
The greatest Italian tunes in a 

unique program

Premiere - May 18th at 06:00 PM 

Defying the preconceived notions of what music should be, 
they have succeeded in the competitive music world with 
their talent and blend of styles. Eurochannel invites you to 
surrender to the mind-blowing rhythms and lyrics of the 
greatest Italian artists of the moment. Now, with Italian Music 
Journey, it is your turn to find out why the radio stations 
in their homeland keep playing their tunes all day long! 

This unique program, specially dedicated to the Italian radio hits 
of the moment, will feature eminent bands and solo acts, who 
are already established on the biggest record labels and from 
a wide range of genres. Among the stars in this special is the 
multiple–Award winner Andrea Bocelli, the beautiful Emma 
Marrone, and the renowned Laura Pausini, among others. 

Welcome to a spectacular music special for those fond of music made 
in “the boot of Europe,” featuring some of the best Italian acts. 
.

Genre Pop, Classical, Rock
Country  Italy

Program focused on a wide range of music styles ranging from 
opera and classical music to rock and pop, from Italy. This list 
includes many of the world’s greatest acts and songs from 
talented and ambitious artists and bands such as Andrea Bocelli, 
Laura Pausini, Emma Marrone, and Ligabue, and many more.
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witH Delia Ubaldi, Alberto Chiarini, Duccio Chiarini, Gioietta Di Prete
DireCtor Duccio Chiarini
Country Italy 
oriGinal title Hit the road, Nonna!
Genre Documentary
year 2011

Delia Ubaldi has gone from being the daughter of destitute immigrants to a successful businesswoman. Her 
talent has earned her enormous riches but her character has made her lose them all and the love of her family. 

To be a citizen of the world one needs to have money, 
otherwise one can only dream about it. With that premise 
in mind, an Italian child managed to turn from a so-called 
«macaroni eater» immigrant in France to one of the most 
prestigious businesswomen in Europe. Welcome to a 
story of a woman who traveled and conquered a world 
she thought was hers in Hit the Road, Granny!

Hit the Road, Granny! is a deep and personal 
documentary of one of the most prominent figures of the 
Italian fashion industry of the past century, Delia Ubaldi. 
Directed by Delia’s grandson, the production digs into 
the businesswoman’s life and recounts how she turned 
into a fearless entrepreneur from her humble origins 
as a poor Italian immigrant in France in the 1920s. Part 

road movie, part family saga, this documentary not only 
reveals Delia’s business-driven life but also her and her 
family’s feelings. Continually caught between private and 
public life, her ambition always clashed with her family’s 
expectations and her duties as a mother. Through deep 
interviews, her own son - the director’s father - reveals his 
resentment and understanding for the woman by whom 
he never felt cared for.

Hit the Road, Granny! premiered in 2011 at Venice 
Days during the 68th Venice Film Festival and won 
Best Documentary at the 2012 Visioni Doc Film Festival 
(Bologna, Italy) and the Audience Award at the 2011. 
Festival dei Popoli (Florence, Italy). 

 Premiere - May 22nd at 08:00 PM

The amusing story of the first 
Italian woman in the fashion 

Hit The Road, Granny !
Italy
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The fashion world in 
cinema

Coco before Chanel
This biopic about one of the most successful and iconic figures in the fashion world 
recounts the life of Gabrielle Chanel. Starring Audrey Tautou as the designer, who 
began her life as a headstrong orphan and, through an extraordinary journey, 
became the legendary couturier who embodied the modern woman and became 
a timeless symbol of success, freedom and style. The film portrays the formative 
years of Chanel’s life, the years she spent discovering and inventing herself.

the Devil wears Prada
Starring Anne Hathaway and Meryl Streep, The Devil Wears Prada tells 
the story of Andrea, a newly hired girl at a prestigious fashion magazine, 
the dream any girl into fashion would kill for. Her job seems simple but 
exciting: to assist the long-time magazine editor, Miranda. But in reality, 
Andrea is put through hell and becomes disappointed in the fashion world. 

Valentino: The Last Emperor  
Valentino: The Last Emperor is a documentary delivered in the form of a love letter 
of sorts to the Italian fashion designer and icon Valentino Garavani as he approaches 
retirement. But the famous designer is obviously not going out quietly, and the film is 
full of footage from his swan song: an opulent couture runway show and celebrity bash.

Fashion is a business that now moves around a trillion dollars a year, 
and does not seem to be affected by the adverse economic climate of 

the late 2000s and its financial crisis. Such a world is, 
of course, a subject of analysis and entertainment. 

And what better to ally with fashion than 
cinema? These are three films about the fashion 

industry that no one should miss. 
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witH Teresa Acerbis, Daniele Ballicco, Giuseppe Battiston
DireCtor Lucio Pellegrini
Country Italy 
oriGinal title Figli delle stelle
Genre Comedy
year 2010

Five people, disillusioned with their lives and passionately opposed to politics, decide to kidnap a politician, 
to dispense justice and use the ransom money to compensate the family of a victim, an on-the-job worker.

Premiere - May 16th at 08:00 

Unlikely Revolutionaries

An unlikely comedy about political 
alienation and a kidnapping gone awry

There is nothing more passé than the idea of kidnapping 
a politician. And it is even worse when the kidnappers are 
not professional felons but amateurs, frustrated citizens 
who want to take some justice into their own hands. 
Eurochannel welcomes you to a hilarious Italian adventure 
in Unlikely Revolutionaries. 

Directed by Lucio Pellegrini -- also director of The Easy Life -- 
this comedy offers some madcap lunacy as a group of angry, 
radical Italians decide to kidnap a crooked minister and ask 
for a ransom. The payment is intended to go to the family of 
a worker who was killed because of the minister’s corrupt 
behavior. However, the group is not really prepared and 
abducts the wrong man. This entertaining comedy is also 
enriched by some of the biggest names in Italian cinema, 

such as Pierfrancesco Favino (Rush, World War Z, Angels & 
Demons, Night at the Museum) and Giuseppe Battiston (The 
Tiger and the Snow, Bread and Tulips), among other A-list 
figures of the Italian circuit. But beyond entertainment, 
Unlikely Revolutionaries also aims to portray the current 
times in both Italian society and in the broader world. «We 
began with an observation of society, to create a comedy 
deeply anchored in an increasingly conflictual reality,» said 
the director. 

Eurochannel invites you to enjoy a comedy featuring sharp 
dialogue, dynamic directing and an innovative form that 
shows the hypocritical and amoral side of common people 
as well as the cheeky cynicism of politics.

Italian Month

Italy
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Il Volo

The prodigy of Italian modern       
classical music on Eurochannel

 Premiere - May 25th at 06:00 PM 

Italy

Boy bands are a musical trend around the world after 
the unprecedented success of One Direction; the Italians 
did not want to be left behind. Eurochannel invites you 
to enjoy the music of a boy band trio that came together 
after a musical TV contest… Enjoy the hits of Il Volo!

Il Volo rose to fame after the singers Piero Barone, Ignazio 
Boschetto, and Gianluca Ginoble met on the second 
edition of the Italian RAI TV music competition show Ti 
lascio una canzone, held in Sanremo. Recreating the story 
of One Direction, they were chosen to perform as a trio 
during the contest, which they continued successfully after 
the TV show ended. Over the course of their skyrocketing 

career, Il Volo has sold over 500,000 albums around the 
world and gained gold certifications in Italy, Switzerland, 
France, New Zealand, México and the United States. They 
have also been nominated for two Latin Grammy Awards 
in Best Pop Album by a Duo or Group with Vocal for Il Volo 
(Edicion en espanol) and in Best New Artist, and their 
fame has even taken them to Hollywood for a cameo 
appearance in the HBO series Entourage.

To celebrate their short but triumphant career, Il Volo is on 
Eurochannel presenting their hits. Welcome to a musical 
experience of opera and pop with the Italian «boy band» 
of the moment.

Genre  Classic
HitS “Time To Say Goodbye”, “The Prayer”, “La Vie en Rose”
Country italy

Il Volo (The Flight, in English) is an Italian operatic pop trio, consisting of tenors Piero Barone and Ignazio Boschetto, and baritone 
Gianluca Ginoble. The trio has been active since 2009 and has enjoyed success across Europe, the United States and some Latin 
American countries, with gold certifications for sales in México, France, and New Zealand, among others.

Italian Month



Italy
The Man Who Hit His Head

The story of a very real, stranger-than-fiction character 

witH Bobo Rondelli, Stefano Bollani, Franco Carratori, Alessandro Cosimi
DireCtor Paolo Virzì
Country Italy 
oriGinal title L’uomo che aveva picchiato la testa
Genre Documentary
year 2009

A documentary on the life of one of the most recognized, yet not famous, musicians from Tuscany: Bobo Rondelli. Through interviews 
with friends, fellow musicians, and writers, and through following Rondelli, this gripping story delivers a tale of a stranger-than-
fiction character who has the talent to earn fame and fortune but seems to reject it at every opportunity. 

Fame and fortune is not for everybody, despite their talent 
and ability to achieve them. Instead, some praise hedonistic 
joy and a true zest for life as their only needs. Eurochannel 
invites you into the heart of Tuscany to meet one of its 
unique characters and idols in The Man Who Hit His Head. 

This documentary, directed by Paolo Virzì, the acclaimed 
heir of the Italian-style comedy tradition made popular 
by Academy Award favorites Mario Monicelli and Pietro 
Germi, tells the story of Roberto - Bobo - Rondelli. Through 
interviews with actors, writers, musicians and his family, 
the director delivers an original portrait of a musician who 
always seemed to refuse success. Dealing with the mystery 
of Bobo Rondelli, a brilliant yet accursed musician who 

came close to success several times, only to flee away from 
it with a defiant and anarchist (though some may call it self-
destructive) attitude, the documentary engages viewers to 
the core. Rondelli charms and puzzles all the people he 
encounters, including fellow musicians who have embraced 
success, like the world-class jazz pianist Stefano Bollani. 

Rondelli’s portrait also reveals the hidden face of Livorno, 
the proud harbor town in Tuscany where both he and Virzì 
were born and raised, breathing and sharing its cocky and 
irreverent spirit. Visceral and ironic, funny and moving, the 
film draws on this unique character to explore the universal 
theme of the complicated correlation between talent and 
success.

  Premiere - May 29th at 08:00 PM 

Italian Month
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How happy are you with the result of 
the documentary? Do you think it lives 
up to reality?
Yes I’m happy, but usually I like see My 
face alive in the mirror

Why do you think that despite you are 
not famous such as Libague or other 
artists, people remember you and 
think of you as one of the greatest 
Italian artists?
I would like to be famous like Fellini or 
Modugno. Artists like Ligabue are very 
famous in Italy from the last twenty years 
but I don’t like modern Italian music.

What does inspire you to write?
I don’t Know… maybe everything. I 
mean… life, death, happiness and 
sadness. And love, a lot of love 

What’s the gig you remember the 
most and why?
I can’t forget when I went in an hospital 
For children, I played and then I cried a 
lot.

How easy is it now for an artist like 
you to record and distribute an album?
It’s not so easy but I resist! 

Earlier on your career you played punk 
music and rock, these days, what are 
your influences, what artists do you 
listen to?
The Beatles, The Who, Ramones, Lou Reed ... stuff like this 

On the same topic, what are the five Italian artists that you think everybody in the world should listen to?
Five artists, me me me me and me… no I’m joking. I think that Domenico Modugno, Piero Ciampi and Luigi Tenco are 
the most important Italian artists of the 20th century and everybody in the world has to know them.

You will be playing in London later this year to a different audience and to people who mostly don’t speak Italian, 
what are your expectations of the concert? Do you think people will understand the comments you make between 
songs?
I speak a funny maccheronico italian accent and then I use the voice like old Italian guy… I hope people will like it. 

Interview with Bobo Rondelli
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Being over fifty and trying to find a job is not the best case 
scenario for an up-and-coming film director… But things 
can get even more complicated. Eurochannel invites you to 
enjoy a folksy comedy set in a small Tuscan town, which was 
nominated for a Golden Lion at Venice Film Festival in 2010.

The Passion is an Italian comedy about the frustrations of a 
failed movie director. In the film, Gianni has not directed in 
years, and his problems increase when a leak in his apartment 
ruins an expensive 16th-century fresco of the chapel next door. 
To avoid the scandal and the payment he can’t afford, Gianni 
agrees to direct the performance of Good Friday in his town. 

Directed by Carlo Mazzacurati, The Passion portrays 
a characteristically Italian entertaining way of dealing 
with problems as the protagonists embark on plenty 
of misadventures to make the celebration happen. 
With its pretty costumes and picturesque location, the 
movie also delivers an authentic sense of Italian pride.

witH Silvio Orlando, Giuseppe Battiston, Kasia Smutniak
DireCtor Carlo Mazzacurati 
Country Italy 
oriGinal title La passione
Genre Drama, Comedy
year 2010 

The 
Passion

Can a frustrated director live up to his dream?

Premiere - May 23rd at 08:00 PM 

The Passion is the story of Gianni (Silvio 
Orlando), a washed-up director who is 
blackmailed into staging a Tuscan village’s 
Good Friday pageant after a leak in his 
apartment ruins a 16th-century fresco. 
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France

Premiere - May 23rd at 08:00 PM 

witH  Laine Mägi, Mait Malmsten, Tiit Sukk
DireCtor  Ain Mäeots, Marko Piirsoo 
Country 2010
oriGinal title ENSV: Eesti Nõukogude Sotsialistlik Vabariik

A comedy series depicting an Estonian family in the 1980s. There is a rebel-minded 
grandpa, two siblings, a mother, who is a member of the Soviet Socialist Party, and 
her lover, who is there because the real husband is a captain on a foreign-going ship. 
To top it all, they have to share their apartment with a true communist and her son.

Happiness and trouble come hand in 
hand; Sirje and Ats don’t know whether 
to laugh or cry. Comrade Võsa effortlessly 
solves a delicate situation. Militsiya Jüri 
finds an unexpected soul mate. Things 
get interesting.

The life at Kadak’s home gets turned 
upside down. Ats and Aadu seek 
help and make a long-distance call. 
Paavo finally finds a soul mate.

A night before May Day. Sirje is 
returning from a secondment. Aadu 
has a problem. Rivalry between the 
real and the stepfather continues.

Pille is faced with a tough choice. Paavo 
is bested by modern technology. Ats’ 
feelings get hurt. There’s “sport” in the air.
  

The everyday life of a normal family in Soviet 
Estonia in the 1980s.

Over and Out

A Fresh Start

Long Live 1 May!

Lies and VCR

Premiere - May 4th 
at 07:00 PM 

Premiere - May 11th 
at 07:00 PM 

Premiere - May 18th 
at 07:00 PM 

Premiere - May 25th 
at 07:00 PM 

ESSR Season 2
Estonia

Episode 3

Episode 4

Episode 5

Episode 6
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(Scriptwriters)

How did you get involved in the project?

Villu Kangur: From 2005 to 2007 we wrote a TV comedy show in Estonia with Gert Kiiler. It had 46 episodes altogether. And when this 
show ended both of us had a wish to keep working together. Although we both wrote other TV projects at the time, we had achieved 
an exceptional understanding of each other during that previous work. And then Gert came up with an idea that seemed quite crazy 
at first.

Gert Kiiler: I was on a skiing holiday and I was sitting in my hotel room after a long day when I saw That 70’s Show on TV. Since I was 
looking for an idea for a new TV series myself, it suddenly hit me – why not make something like this about the 1980s in Estonia? First, 
it was a completely undiscovered ground, because in Soviet times we didn’t have shows like these here. It’s also quite different from 
the free West of that time. And on the other hand – being born in 1974, I really love the 1980s.

Why this idea of doing a series about communist Estonia?

V. K.: I remember that it took us quite some time to convince our producers – the Soviet times have been more of a burden for 
the Estonians, and we have tried to forget that era as quickly as possible. But when a small nation cannot laugh at themselves, it is 
doomed. Those times were sad, but even during the most totalitarian of regimes you cannot lose your sense of humor.

G. K.: The Soviet regime was like a sieve that tried to separate all the good from the bad. But it turned out the opposite way. As it 
almost always did in the Soviet Union.

Interview with Villu 
Kangur and Gert Kiiler 
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(Scriptwriters)

Where do you draw inspiration from for the scripts of the series?

V. K.: Since Gert is 17 years younger than me, it works out perfectly for us. We can contain each other’s fantasies superbly. I can 
often use personal memories, because by that time I had gone from a late hippie to an actor working in a state theater. Gert was 
happily going through his punk period. By the way, we have both worked in theater and as journalists, so we have the ability to make 
generalizations based on real events from these times and portray them through humor.

G. K.: As for showing the characteristics of the Soviet times, it naturally comes from my own experiences and those of people I know. 
But all this wouldn’t work without the core of universal human relationships that don’t care about the times or the regime.

How close to reality in the Estonia of the 80s is the series?

V. K.: It’s not our aim to give our viewers a history lesson. But we try to be as precise as we can in details. So even if something didn’t 
actually happen exactly how we portray it on the show, you know that it might as well have. We’re simply telling the story of a 1980s 
Soviet family through a sitcom. The craziest thing is that when we simply let our imagination fly, viewers say that it actually was exactly 
like this. But when we have sometimes used a true story from the past, we’ve been told: come on, life wasn’t that stupid back then!

G. K.: Topics and attitudes are quite similar to real life back then. At least that’s how we see it. We simply exaggerate everything – like 
you do in a comedy. And we don’t hold back much.

For how many seasons will the series keep entertaining its viewers?

V. K.: Right now we are writing the scenario for the 7th season. So far 53 episodes have aired. We started shooting again already in 
March and Estonian Public Broadcasting have ordered 16 new episodes until the end of this year. If all goes well, we should reach 
about 100 episodes, so we’re only about halfway there. Since it’s just us two writing, the job is huge.

G. K.: Obviously, we want to reach the 20th of August, 1991, with the last episode – the day when Estonia regained its independence. 
At the moment we’re in 1985, when Gorbachev came to power in the Soviet Union – this was the beginning of a rapidly moving and 
often quite moronic era of changes. So history itself presents us with plenty of absurd moments.
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• Alpine House Ep. 2
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 3
• Euroshorts Belgium
• Having you
• Pretty Diana
• Camus
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 3
• Euroshorts Belgium
• Châteaux of the 
Loire: Azay-le-Rideau
• Alpine House Ep. 2
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 3
• Euroshorts Belgium
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FROM MONDAY 5 TO SUNDAY 11
       MONDAY                  TUESDAY                             WEDNESDAY                        THURSDAY

Week 2

               

ESSR Season 2 
Ep. 3

Television series 
(Estonia, 2010)

06:00

               

Connected

Comedy
(United Kingdom, 2012)

05:00

               

Handmade Cinema

Documentary
(Italy, 2013)

08:00               

Seasons of Love

Drama
(France, 2012)

10:00
Premiere



06:00
06:30
08:30
10:00
11:00
12:00
02:00
04:00
06:00
06:30

10:00
11:00
01:00
03:00
05:00

06:00
08:00
10:00
10:30
11:00

12:00
02:00
03:00
04:00

07:00
07:30
09:00

10:00
12:00
02:00
04:00

06:00
08:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
02:00
03:00

04:00

06:30
07:00
07:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
01:00
03:00
04:30

• Euroshorts Belgium
• The new man
• Shadows in the sun
• Prosperity Ep. 4
• Handmade Cinema
• The Easy life
• The Murmuring Coast
• Wrong side up
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 3
• Live wire: a day in the life of 
an innocent kidnapper

• A Film and its era: Notorious
• Our Land
• Wrong side up
• The Murmuring Coast
• A Film and its era: Notorious

• Shop of dreams
• Our Land
• Euroshorts Italy
• Mimmo’s Kitchen (17)
• Châteaux of the Loire: 
Villandry
• Our Land
• Torpedo Ep. 3
• Alpine House Ep. 2
• The Enemy

• Euroshorts Italy
• Having you
• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita
• Shop of dreams
• The Enemy
• Vegas
• The Albanian

• Vegas
• The Albanian
• Euroshorts Germany
• Mimmo’s Kitchen (17)
• The State of Versailles
• Love is all
• The Cliff Ep. 3
• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita
• Moms

• Euroshorts Spain
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Mall Girls
• Jovanotti
• Euroshorts Spain
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Finland
• Alpine House Ep. 3
• The Cliff Ep. 3
• Moms
• Mall Girls
• Not like others

FROM MONDAY 5 TO SUNDAY 11
              FRIDAY                                           SATURDAY                                SUNDAY

3333

Week 2

               

A Film and its era: La Dolce Vita

Documentary
(France, 2006)

06:00

Our Land

Drama
(Italy, 2006)

08:00 Premiere
              

Jovanotti

06:00 PremierePremiere



06:00

07:00
08:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

12:00
01:00
01:30
3:00
 

05:30
08:00
10:00
12:00
2:30
04:00

• A Film and its era: La 
Dolce Vita
• Shadows in the sun
• Seasons of Love
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Finland
• Châteaux of the 
Loire: Amboise
• Alpine House Ep. 3
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Russia
• Tandoori Love

• Comrade Petersen
• The new man
• Kiss me
• Moms
• Comrade Petersen
• The new man

06:00
08:00
09:30
12:00
02:00
04:00
05:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
09:30

12:00
01:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
05:30

• Tandoori Love
• Moms
• Comrade Petersen
• The new man
• The Enemy
• Having you
• Belleville Tokyo
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• 10 Ep.5
• The Valley
• Euroshorts 
Switzerland

• Having you
• Belleville Tokyo
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• 10 Ep.5
• The Valley
• Euroshorts 
Switzerland

06:00
08:00
09:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
01:30

02:00
04:00

05:00
07:00

09:00

11:00
12:00
02:00

03:30
05:00

• The Enemy
• Having you
• Belleville Tokyo
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• 10 Ep.5
• The Valley
• Euroshorts 
Switzerland
• Little Rose
• Extraordinary 
Rendition
• Connected
• A Film and its era: La 
Dolce Vita

• Tractor, Love & Rock 
n’Roll
• Corsair Tales
• Connected
• Extraordinary 
Rendition
• Mall Girls
• A Film and its era: La 
Dolce Vita

06:00
07:00

08:00
10:00
11:00
11:30
01:30
02:00

03:00
04:30
06:00
7:30
 

08:00
09:00
09:30
10:00

11:00
12:30
02:00
02:30
03:00

04:00
05:00
05:30

• The Cliff Ep. 3
• A Film and its era: La 
Dolce Vita
• Love is all
• Alpine House Ep. 3
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Moms
• Jovanotti
• A Film and its era: La 
Dolce Vita
• Shadows in the sun
• Seasons of Love
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Finland

• Alpine House Ep. 3
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Russia
• A Film and its era: La 
Dolce Vita
• Shadows in the sun
• Seasons of Love
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Finland
• Châteaux of the 
Loire: Amboise
• Alpine House Ep. 3
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• Euroshorts Russia
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FROM MONDAY 12 TO SUNDAY 18
       MONDAY                  TUESDAY                             WEDNESDAY                        THURSDAY

Week 3

               

Châteaux of the Loire: 
Amboise

Documentary
(France, 2012)

07:00

               

Moms

Comedy
(Russia, 2012)

04:00

               

Corsair Tales

Documentary
(Italy, 2012)

08:00

               

The Enemy

Drama
(Serbia, 2011)

10:00

Premiere



06:00
08:00
09:00
11:00

12:00
01:00
02:00
04:00
06:00
06:30

09:30

10:30
12:30
02:30
04:30

06:00
08:00
08:30

11:10 
10:30
11:00

12:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
 

07:00
08:30
09:00
10:00
12:00
01:00

02:00
03:30
05:00

06:00
08:00
09:30
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
01:00

02:00
03:00
04:00

07:00
07:30
09:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
01:00
03:00
04:30

• Little Rose
• Extraordinary Rendition
• Connected
• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita
• Corsair Tales
• Euroshorts Denmark
• Love is all
• Drifters
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 4
• The Melon Route

• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita
• Unlikely Revolutionaries
• Love is all
• Drifters
• Hanna Schygulla, Whatever 
the dream is

• Love is all
• Euroshorts The Netherlands
• Pulsar: Love, Paranoia and 
Radio Waves
• Euroshorts Norway
• Mimmo’s Kitchen (18)
• Châteaux of the Loire: 
Cheverny
• Unlikely Revolutionaries
• Torpedo Ep. 4
• Alpine House Ep. 3
• Handmade Cinema
• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita

• Shadows in the sun
• Euroshorts UK
• Venice
• Playing the victim
• Handmade Cinema
• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita
• Shadows in the sun
• Just a father
• Venice

• Yuri’s day
• Shadows in the sun
• Pretty Diana
• Mimmo’s Kitchen (18)
• Bold Italian Flavors Ep. 1
• Bold Italian Flavors Ep. 2
• Handmade Cinema
• A Film and its era: La Dolce 
Vita
• The Cliff Ep. 4
• Venice
• Our Land

• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Camus
• Italian Music Journey
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Euroshorts Belgium
• Alpine House Ep. 4
• The Cliff Ep. 4
• Our Land
• Camus
• The day of the cat

FROM MONDAY 12 TO SUNDAY 18
              FRIDAY                                           SATURDAY                                SUNDAY
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Week 3

               

Venice

Documentary
(Italy, 2012)

06:00

Unlikely Revolutionaries

Comedy
(Italy, 2010)

08:00 Premiere
              

 Italian Music Journey

06:00 Premiere
Premiere



06:00
07:30
09:30
11:00

12:00
01:00
01:30
02:00
4:30

06:30
08:30

10:00
11:30
01:00

02:30
04:30

• Connected
• The Enemy
• Camus
• Châteaux of the 
Loire: Villandry
• Alpine House Ep. 4
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Euroshorts Croatia
• Love is all
• A cradle of wine

• Our Land
• Extraordinary 
Rendition
• Love is all
• A cradle of wine
• Feed me with your 
words
• Our Land
• Extraordinary 
Rendition

06:00
07:30
09:00

10:30
12:30

02:00
03:00
04:00
05:30
07:00
07:30

10:00
11:00
12:00
01:30
03:00
03:30
04:00

• Love is all
• A cradle of wine
• Feed me with your 
words
• Our Land
• Extraordinary 
Rendition
• Handmade Cinema
• Venice
• Shadows in the Sun
• Trapped
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• 10 Ep.6

• Handmade Cinema
• Venice
• Shadows in the Sun
• Trapped
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• 10 Ep.6
• Tandoori Love

06:00
07:00
08:00
09:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
02:00
03:30
04:00
05:30

09:00
11:00
12:00
01:30
03:30
05:30

• Handmade Cinema
• Venice
• Shadows in the Sun
• Trapped
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• 10 Ep.6
• Tandoori Love
• Having you
• Euroshorts UK
• Moms
• Comrade Petersen

• I’m not dead
• Hit the road, Granny!
• Having you
• Moms
• Comrade Petersen
• Euroshorts Iceland

06:00
07:00

07:30

08:00
10:00
11:00
11:30
01:00
01:30
03:30
04:00
06:00
06:30
07:00

09:00
09:30
11:00
12:30
02:30
03:00

04:00
05:00
05:30

• The Cliff Ep. 4
• Bold Italian Flavors 
Ep. 1
• Bold Italian Flavors 
Ep. 2
• Our Land
• Alpine House Ep. 4
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Camus
• Italian Music Journey
• Connected
• Euroshorts Moldavia
• The Enemy
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Euroshorts Croatia
• Châteaux of the 
Loire: Villandry

• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Camus
• Connected
• The Enemy
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Châteaux of the 
Loire: Villandry
• Alpine House Ep. 4
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Euroshorts Croatia
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FROM MONDAY 19 TO SUNDAY 25
       MONDAY                  TUESDAY                             WEDNESDAY                        THURSDAY

Week 4

               

Alpine House Ep. 4

Television series
(Estonia, 2012)

08:00

               

Feed me with your words

Drama
(Slovenia, 2012)

05:00
               

Hit the road, Granny!

Documentary
(Italy, 2011)

08:00

               

Tandoori Love

Comedy 
(Switzerland, 2008)

08:00

Premiere



06:00
07:30
09:00
11:30
1:30
02:00
03:30
04:00
06:00
7:30

 

10:00

11:00
01:00
02:30
04:30

06:00

07:00
08:30
10:30
11:00

12:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
11:00

06:00
08:00

11:00
12:30
02:00
04:00
05:30

06:00
07:30
09:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
02:00
04:00

06:30
07:00
07:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
02:00
04:00

• Having you
• Moms
• Comrade Petersen
• Hit the road, Granny!
• Susa
• Camus
• Euroshorts France
• The new man
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 5
• Cheese & Jam

• A Film and its era: Rome 
Open City
• The Passion
• Camus
• The new man
• Cheese & Jam

• A Film and its era: Rome 
Open City
• Camus
• The Passion
• Mimmo’s Kitchen (19)
• Châteaux of the Loire: Royal 
de Blois
• The Passion
• King of the World Ep. 1
• Alpine House Ep. 4
• Corsair Tales
• A Film and its era: Rome 
Open City
• Tractor, Love & Rock n’Roll
• Connected

• Corsair Tales
• 13 Semesters
• Tractor, Love & Rock n’Roll
• Connected
• Euroshorts UK

• Farewell
• A trip
• The Nannies
• Mimmo’s Kitchen (19)
• Bold Italian Flavors Ep. 3
• Bold Italian Flavors Ep. 4
• 13 Semesters
• Hell in Tangier
• Unlikely Revolutionaries

• Euroshorts Italy
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 6
• Seasons of Love
•  Il Volo
• Euroshorts Italy
• ESSR Season 2 Ep. 6
• Euroshorts Estonia
• Alpine House Ep. 5
• Unlikely Revolutionaries
• Vegas
• Hell in Tangier

FROM MONDAY 19 TO SUNDAY 25
              FRIDAY                                           SATURDAY                                SUNDAY
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Week 4

               

The Nannies

Comedy
(Russia, 2012)

09:30

The Passion

Comedy
(Italy, 2010)

08:00 Premiere
              

  Il Volo

06:00 Premiere
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